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Abstract 
Calmodulin Binding Transcription Activator (CAMTA) family is present in almost all 

plants and in many animals. CAMTA are named so due to the presence of specific 

calmodulin binding domain which is an important Ca2+ transducer. Multiple sequence 

alignment and phylogenetic analysis of CAMTA proteins in Sorghum bicolor, Oryza 

sativa, Zea mays, Glycine max and Arabidopsis thaliana showed highly conserved 

sequence and evolutionary similarity. In Sorghum bicolor six CAMTA proteins were 

identified to be located in nucleus. These proteins were named on the basis of their 

location on the chromosomes. Alignment and phylogenetic tree clearly indicates close 

similarity in monocot and dicot ancestry which appears on the same clade but diverged 

from each other with time. Almost all CAMTA proteins share same domain 

organizations. A highly conserved motif sequence in these species was identified which 

might play some important functional roles. In order to understand structural and DNA 

binding patterns of SbCAMTA proteins, 3-D models of proteins structure and their 

domains revealed many important DNA binding residues playing their role in protein-

protein interaction and structural modification.. A further detailed study of the CAMTA 

protein members in sorghum may explore their mode of interaction and exact function 

in signaling mechanism under abiotic stresses. 
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Introduction 

 

A set of transcription factors binds to the specific cis 

acting element of genes to regulate their expression in 

response to the various signals. Environmental stresses 

especially abiotic stresses are the most common 

problems to be faced by a plant. Plant adapt to these 

worse conditions by producing various signals 

(Ca2+signaling) (Mizoi et al., 2012). These signals are 

sensed by many EF-hand containing proteins. These 

proteins interact with different transcription factors 

like calmodulin binding transcription activator 

(CAMTA) to regulate stress responsive proteins by 

binding to their highly conserved cis acting element 

(G/A/C)CGCG (C/G/T) (Du et al., 2011; Kudla et al., 

2010; Sanders et al., 2002; Yang and Poovaiah, 
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2002a). All CAMTA members do have a highly 

conserved DNA binding domain CG-1 (Bouché et al., 

2002), IQ motif or calmodulin binding region (Bähler 

and Rhoads, 2002), and ankyrin repeat (Rubtsov and 

Lopina, 2000). Some members also have non-specific 

DNA binding sites or TIG domain (Aravind and 

Koonin, 1999). Calmodulin or CAM like proteins bind 

four calcium ions to their domains and target many 

kinases, phosphatases, metabolic enzymes, ion 

channels, ion exchangers etc. by undergoing different 

conformational changes to produce regulatory effects 

(Bouché et al., 2005; Cohen, 1982; Poovaiah et al., 

2013; Yang and Poovaiah, 2003). 

Calmodulin binding domain of CAMTA transcription 

factors play essential role in calcium signaling. (Choi 

et al., 2005). This evolutionary conserved transcription 

factor family is present in all organisms from humans 

to most of the plants like Sorghum bicolor, Oryza 

sativa, Zea mays, Glycine max and Arabidopsis 

thaliana etc. (Finkler et al., 2007). These proteins 

regulate various plants specific physiological 

responses against pathogen attack, senescence and 

environmental stresses. This vast involvement of 

CAMTA gene family from calcium dependent 

regulation gene expression under drought and cold 

(Doherty et al., 2009) to auxin signaling (Reddy et al. 

2011) compels to investigate about evolutionary 

diversification of this gene family. Calmodulin, a most 

common Ca2+ sensor, interacts in different ways to 

regulate expression of many transcription factors like 

CAMTA in a calcium dependent manner. However it 

is yet to be identified that how CAMTA proteins 

interact with DNA to respond drought stress in 

sorghum. Therefore, the current study was planned to 

elucidate the evolution, structural modeling and DNA-

Protein interaction of CAMTA proteins in plants. The 

CAMTA proteins from Sorghum bicolor, Oryza 

sativa, Zea mays, Glycine max, Arabidopsis thaliana 

were used to investigate evolution of CAMTA 

transcription family, while protein sequences from 

sorghum CAMTA were used for structural modeling 

ligand identification. Our results suggested the role of 

purifying selection during evolution. Amino acid 

substitutions suggested that relaxed constraints might 

have played significant role in functional divergence 

among CAMTA members. Presence of conserved 

motifs in CAMTA members is a very important aspect 

to further explore their functions. Analysis of motif 

sequence in these organisms revealed a highly 

conserved motif in all CAMTA members that might 

have some functional activities. 3-D structures of 

CAMTA domains explored many critical residues 

involved in DNA binding. Overall, this study reports 

genomic organization, comparative phylogenic 

analysis, and structural characterization of CAMTA 

proteins to facilitate understanding of their interaction 

mechanism. 

 

Material and Methods 
 

Retrieval and identification of CAMTA sequences 

The CAMTA protein, CDS (CoDing Sequence) and 

genomic DNA sequences of sorghum bicolor, Oryza 

sativa, Zea mays, Glycine max, Arabidopsis thaliana 

were retrieved from phytozome v10.3using sequences 

fromplantfdbv3.0 as query. The retrieved protein 

sequences were further screened for the presence of 

functional CAMTA domains like CG1, TIG, ankyrin 

repeats and IQ or calmodulin binding domain using 

SMART (smart.emble.heidelberg.de).Duplicate or 

redundant protein sequences were also discarded. 

Structure of SbCAMTA genes was predicted from 

GSDS (http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/) along with their 

locations on chromosomes 

(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). In silico sub 

cellular localization of SbCAMTA family protein was 

predicted by a ProtComp v 9.0 (www.softberry.com). 

 

Multiple sequence alignment, phylogenetic analysis 

and motif discovery 

Alignment of sorghum, rice, maize, soybean, and 

Arabidopsis CAMTA proteins along with an unrelated 

E. coli protein (gi1498749) as outgroup was 

performed with clustalX (Thompson et al. 1997). The 

phylogenetic tree was constructed using MEGA6using 

neighbor joining method. Bootstrap test of phylogeny 

was performed with 1000 replicates using pair wise 

deletions and p-distance model. DNA binding motif 

sequences were identified using meme suit (meme-

suit.org/tools/meme). 

 

Selection tests 

MEGA6 selection models were employed to detect 

positive selection pressure on coding sites during the 

evolution of CAMTA genes. Nucleotide substitution 

rates (non-synonymous to synonymous (dN/dS)) were 

applied to estimate maximum likelihood ratio of 

selection pressure (ω) on codon sites in a specific 

period of time by using best models of likelihood 

(ML). 
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Functional divergence analysis 

Functional divergence analysis was done by using 

DIVERGE v2.0 to detect amino acids residues 

responsible for functional divergence. The coefficient 

of functional divergence (θ), likelihood ratio testing 

(LRT), and posterior probabilities were estimated 

between 5 phylogenetic groups. 

 

Prediction of 3D structural model and DNA 

binding domain 

Structural model of six sorghum CAMTA proteins 

were developed using RaptorX 

(www.raptorX.uchicago.edu). RaptorX 

(http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/StructurePrediction/predi

ct/) predicts 3D Structure of input sequence by 

aligning it with experimentally determined templates. 

Models quality was assessed on the bases of alignment 

score, e-value and global distance test (GDT) scores. 

Evaluation of the models was performed by comparing 

it with ramachandran plot using RAMPAGE. DNA 

binding domain protein models were determined by 

using Raptor X 

(http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/BindingSite/). Ligands 

binding to the many critical residues were determined 

and analyzed for identification of any critical residue 

important for DNA binding to CAMTA domains. 

 

Results 
 
Sequence retrieval and domain analysis 

Raw sequence of CAMTA proteins, CDS, gDNA were 

screened for the presence of functional domains. After 

screening, a total of 6, 7, 6, 15, and 6 CAMTA proteins 

were found in Sorghum bicolor, Oryza sativa, Zea 

mays, Glycine max, Arabidopsis thaliana respectively. 

Subsequent analysis of six SbCAMTA proteins 

revealed the presence of CG-1 and Ankyrin repeat 

domains and IQ motifs in all six proteins with an 

additional TIG domain in SbCAMTA1, SbCAMTA2, 

SbCAMTA3, and SbCAMTA5 (Fig. 1). All three of 

these domains and IQ motif were also found conserved 

in Oryza sativa, Zea mays, Glycine max, Arabidopsis 

thaliana. The structure of SbCAMTA genes on the 

basis of information obtained from genomic DNA and 

CDS revealed 13 exons in each gene except 

SbCAMTA6 which contained 10 exons (Fig 1). 

Location of SbCAMTA proteins on chromosomes, 

and their molecular weights and isoelectric potentials 

are shown in Table 1. All six SbCAMTA proteins 

were located in nucleus when analyzed through 

ProtCom v 9.0 (Table 1). 

Alignment, phylogenetic analysis and motif 

discovery 

Multiple sequence alignment of CAMTA protein from 

Sorghum bicolor, Oryza sativa, Zea mays, Glycine 

max, Arabidopsis thaliana was performed using 

clustalX. Alignment output highlighted about 44 

amino acids showing 100% similarity indicating high 

conservation of these amino acids in all the five 

organisms (Supplementary Fig. 1). Presence of highly 

conserved sequences clearly indicates that this protein 

might show some functional homology in these 

organisms. Multiple sequence alignment of proteins 

was used to construct phylogenetic tree. In 

phylogenetic tree, outgroup (gi1498749) clearly 

defined the basic evolutionary node and clustered 

proteins in three major groups. Evolutionarily, 

SbCAMTA is much more similar to ZmCAMTA 

(sister lines) as compared to other organisms except 

SbCAMTA5 more close to OsCAMTA4 (Fig. 2). 

Alignment analysis also showed high sequence 

similarity with a little difference (only at a few bases) 

in protein sequence of both organisms. Conserved 

motifs in protein sequences were discovered by using 

all CAMTA sequence of five organisms as query at 

online web server MEME suit. Highly conserved 

motifs were present in CAMTA proteins of all five 

organisms as presented in Figure 3. 

 

Selection tests in CAMTA proteins 

MEGA6 applies best model to select for positively 

substituting codons in CAMTA members. Each codon 

has specific dN/dS which provide maximum 

likelihood of selection pressure on coding site. 

Negative selection constraints were found because ω 

or dN/dS ratios were not significant (less than 1) (Table 

2).Best models of selection pressure were selected 

based on lowest AIC (Akaika Information Criterion) 

and BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) values. 

Substitution models showed restricted variation of 

bases (base frequencies >1). Non uniform variation 

(Gamma) and non-varying sites (invariants) were 

calculated in all models where applicable. Gamma 

shape estimates were ≥1 showing that most of the sites 

evolved slowly but some at faster rates. Proportion of 

invariable sites decreased (<1) as the heterogeneity 

rate increased. 

 

Functional divergence analysis 

Functional divergence analysis of aligned sorghum, 

rice, maize, soybean, and Arabidopsis sequences was 

performed through DIVERGE v2.0 to identify amino 
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acids involved in functional divergence. CAMTA 

proteins were grouped in three clusters and 

comparison of these groups like c1/c2, c1/c3, and 

c2/c3 identified4, 8, and 8 amino acid residues 

respectively, contributing to divergence. Likelihood 

ratio test (LRT) and standard error (SE) showed 

significant functional constraints (Table 3; Fig. 4). 

High values of posterior probabilities of amino acid 

residues like in C1/C2, C1/C3 and C2/C3 suggest their 

role in functional divergence.  

 

Structural protein modeling 

Structural modeling of SbCAMTA proteins was done 

by using template based modeling to develop tertiary 

structure through RaptorX (Figure 6). SbCAMTA 

protein sequences showed maximum homology to the 

crystal structure of the TIG domain of human 

calmodulin binding transcription activator (CAMTA1; 

PDB ID: 2cxka). Query sequence of all six SbCAMTA 

proteins showed more than 65% similarity to the 

template based on the alignment score. 

Probability value (e-value) and global distance test 

(GDT) score assess models quality predicting their 

similarity to experimentally determined structures. 

GDT evaluates quality of 3D structure based on the 

number of residues in protein structure by setting a 

specific cutoff value (>50)All models generated 

through RaptorX gave high quality structures with e-

value less than 10-4 and GDT of SbCAMTA1, 

SbCAMTA2, SbCAMTA3, SbCAMTA4, 

SbCAMTA5, and SbCAMTA6 were GDT= 70.8, 

70.7, 73.7, 76.8, 74.8, and 70.9 respectively (Table 4). 

Analysis of secondary structure of SbCAMTA 

proteins revealed frequent occurrence of loops and 

alpha helical regions as compared to beta sheets. 

Presence of high percentage of loops or turns makes 

protein structure more stable as it allows better 

interaction of beta sheets and alpha helices. Backbone 

confirmation and structure evaluation was performed 

through ramachandran plot analysis using RAMPAGE 

web server. 3D structures predicted through raptorX 

were of good quality as most (90%) of the identified 

residues were in allowed and favored region. A very 

few percentage of residues were found in disallowed 

or generous regions (Table 4). 

 

Critical residues 

Analysis of SbCAMTA 3D structure using raptorX 

revealed critical residues (ligand binding) responsible 

for interaction with receptor molecules. Best model 

containing critical residues was selected on the bases 

of e-value, template quality along with their GDT 

score from a total of three predicted models by raptorX 

(Figure 7). 

Predicted model ofSbCAMTA1 consist residual 

binding sites at position Asp471, Asp496, Ser372, and 

Ala495 for DA (2’-Deoxyadenosine-5’-

monophosphate). Asp471, Ser472 and Asp496were 

present in coils forming a turn indicating their role in 

high stability and conservation but Ala495 is located in 

helical region. Asp496 and Asp471 showed 52.6% and 

46.3% solvent accessibility and are quite exposed to 

binding as compared to the other residues. 

SbCAMTA2 domain binds to residues in coil region 

with Asp532 that is highly exposed (67.7%) to binding. 

SbCAMTA3 has most of the buried residues although 

present in helical turns of protein. Similarly 

SbCAMTA4also contributed DA binding to Asp436 in 

helical turns with more than 50%solvent accessibility. 

Three critical residues Pro334, Pro335, and Gln355 were 

also identified in SbCAMTA5 having affinity to bind 

with a DNA linking ligand DG (2’-deoxyguanosine-

5’-monophosphate). This region contains highly 

conserved amino acid based on their high degree of 

presence in coils. Pro335 was highly exposed (about 

90.1%) to the ligand binding, whereas Pro334 was 

neither highly exposed nor too buried sharing a 

medium binding capacity.SbCAMTA6 has one 

important residue Lys452located in coils with more 

than 50% exposure to the binding of DA. 

 
Discussion  
 

Calmodulin binding transcription activator (CAMTA) 

is a key transcription factor family in triggering 

Ca2+regulated stress responses (Finkler et al., 2007; 

Lenzoni et al., 2018). In CAMTA proteins, IQ or 

calmodulin (CaM) domain is the most important 

domain that senses interacellular changes in calcium 

levels under stress (Yang and Poovaiah, 2002a) and 

modulates signal transduction pathway (Chung et al., 

2000). Calmodulin maintains homeostasis of ROS 

(Reactive oxygen species) in cells as it binds and 

activates ROS degrading enzymes (Yang and 

Poovaiah, 2002b). CAM proteins control many 

aspects of cellular respiration as a classical calcium 

binding protein (Bouché et al., 2005; DeFalco et al., 

2010; Du et al., 2009; Reddy et al., 2011). In stresses, 

free cytoplasmic Ca2+ is sensed by CaM proteins 

which manage nuclear transport of proteins in GTP 

independent manners by stimulating effector proteins 

(still unknown) (Bachs et al., 1992; Carafoli, 1987; 
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Pruschy et al., 1994; Vogel, 1994). Keeping in view 

the importance of CaM dependent gene activation 

under abiotic stresses for plants, we conduct analysis 

of CAMTA proteins including their identification, 

characterization, evolutionary mechanism and protein 

structural analysis to explore their binding residues 

and motif sequences in Sorghum bicolor, Oryza sativa, 

Zea mays, Glycine max, Arabidopsis thaliana. 

The query sequence of Sorghum bicolor, Oryza sativa, 

Zea mays, Glycine max, Arabidopsis thaliana from 

plantfdb v3.0 were used to retrieve protein, CDS, and 

genomic DNA sequence from phytozome v10.3. After 

screening, a total of 6, 6, 7, 15, and 6 CAMTA proteins 

were found in Sorghum bicolor, Oryza sativa, Zea 

mays, Glycine max, Arabidopsis thaliana respectively. 

CAMTA proteins of Sorghum bicolor were named as 

SbCAMTA1, SbCAMTA2, SbCAMTA3, 

SbCAMTA4 SbCAMTA5, and SbCAMTA6. These 

genes were named according to their location on 

chromosomes in ascending order (Table 1). Domain 

analysis through “SMART” showed that all CAMTA 

members have calmodulin binding domains and DNA 

binding motif like CG-1, IQ, and ankyrin repeats 

which are used to identify CAMTA proteins in many 

multicellular organisms (Bouché et al., 2002) but 

showed variation for the presence of TIG. Multiple 

sequence alignment of SbCAMTA proteins in 

comparison with rice, maize, soybean, and 

Arabidopsis showed high degree of homology in 

sequence as observed through “clustalX”. 

Phylogenetic tree divided all species (sorghum, rice, 

maize, soybean, and Arabidopsis) in three major 

clusters. Dicots and monocots appeared in the same 

major cluster while divided clearly in sub-clusters 

which indicates common ancestry and diversion of 

these groups (Chaw et al., 2004; Zanis et al., 2002). 

Phylogenetic tree clearly indicates the close similarity 

between monocots, like SbCAMTAs showed higher 

similarity to ZmCAMTA proteins except SbCAMTA6 

which is quite similar to OsCAMTA7. Homology of 

CAMTA genes of maize and rice has also been 

reported previously (Yue et al. 2015). Our results are 

further supported by the previous studies which claim 

that all monocots of order poales have originated from 

common ancestor sharing a number of morphological 

traits (Chase et al., 1995; Donoghue and Doyle, 1988; 

Doyle and Donoghue, 1992; Duvall et al., 1993; 

Hamby and Zimmer, 1992; Tucker and Douglas, 

1996). Whereas dicot (Soybean and Arabidopsis 

thaliana) proteins like GmCAMTAs shows similarity 

to the AtCAMTAs only GmCAMTA17 that appears 

apart away from the rest of members which might be 

due to the presence of IPT or non-specific DNA 

binding domain. Previous results also showed closer 

homology of AtCAMTA to the dicots (Bowers et al., 

2003). Selection analysis detects restricted selection 

pressure on coding sites by applying many best fit 

evolutionary models which were selected on the basis 

of lowest AIC and BIC values (Akaike, 1974). Omega 

(ω) estimates of best models were pointing towards 

negative selection constraints based on dN/dS ratios 

inferring high stability of these species however 

posterior probability analysis depicted many critical 

residues to be involved in functional divergence (Type 

I). Interestingly, all the critical residues except ‘154’ 

were present in CG-1 domain on N-terminal of 

CAMTA proteins suggesting evolution of some specie 

specific DNA binding sites (Huang et al., 2008). 

Highly conserved motif sequence was identified in 

protein sequence of all five organisms probably having 

some role in protein folding (structural motif). 

Advanced analysis of motif sequence in SbCAMTA 

protein can be applied to further explore their exact 

functional role. All of the SbCAMTA proteins were 

nuclear localized as revealed by in silico sub cellular 

localization depicting their possible; role in 

modulating expression of different proteins to respond 

to abiotic stresses (Bouché et al., 2002). 

Template based protein models of all SbCAMTA were 

developed using 2cxka (TIG domain of HsCAMTA1) 

as template and verified through ramachandran 

analysis. 3D structures of SbCAMTA proteins were 

used to find DNA binding residues. Most of the 

binding residues were located in helix loop helix 

region. We identified that CAMTA proteins in 

Sorghum bicolor like SbCAMTA1 and SbCAMTA2 

contains negatively charged amino acids like Asp471, 

Asp496 and Asp532 respectively are present in EF hand 

motif. These negatively charged amino acids are 

known to be involved in binding of Ca2+by interacting 

with positive charges of calcium (Lewit-Bentley and 

Réty 2000). SbCAMTA5 bind to the ligand through 

proline rich sites (Pro334 and Pro335) that are very 

important for binding domains and protein-protein 

interactions (Sedgwick and Smerdon 1999). Residues 

of SbCAMTA1 (Ser472, Asp471, Asp496, Ala495), 

SbCAMTA5 (Pro334, Pro335, Gln355) and SbCAMTA6 

(Val455, Lys452) are present in DNA binding domain i.e. 

TIG probably involved in binding of CAMTA proteins 

by interacting with different bases of DNA (Aravind 

and Koonin, 1999; Ghosh et al., 1995; Müller et al., 

1995). The identification of these residues gave us 
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quite deeper insights on how CAMTA domains 

interact with DNA to perform their functions. 

However, a more detailed analysis is required to 

clearly elucidate CAMTA-DNA interaction.  

Taken together, in this study six CAMTA proteins 

with functional domains (CG-1, and IQ) in sorghum 

bicolor localized in nucleus and characterized them for 

evolution, and functional divergence in comparison 

with rice, maize, soybean, and Arabidopsis. Template 

based protein modeling of SbCAMTAs to determine 

their 3-D structures and DNA binding residues was 

performed to elucidate important binding residues that 

help in binding of SbCAMTA proteins to the DNA. 

Further investigation of SbCAMTA proteins is 

required to explore their role in signaling mechanism 

that has not been identified yet.

 

Table 1: Characterization of SbCAMTA proteins 
Protein 

name 

Accession 

number 

reference 

sequence ID 

Gene 

ID 

No. of 

exons 

Chromosome 

number 

Location on 

chromosome 

Size of 

protein 

Molecular 

weight 

Isoelectric 

points 

Sub cellular 

localization 
Score 

SbCAMTA1 
XM_00248916

7.1 
XP_002489212 8155742 12 unknown unknown 1024 113750.82 5.63 Nucleus 8.5 

SbCAMTA2 
XP_00246776

4 
XM_002467719.1 8077118 13 Chr 1 

56,966,508 -

56,975,715 
1027 114657.45 5.86 Nucleus 8.5 

SbCAMTA3 
XP_00246571

9 
XM_002465674.1 8081906 12 Chr 1 

67576601-
67583786 

997 111335.15 5.82 Nucleus 8.3 

SbCAMTA4 

 

XP_00246287

6 
XM_002462831.1 8077453 13 Chr 2 

68189250-

68198270 
949 106292.6 8.58 Nucleus 8.5 

SbCAMTA5 
 

XP_00245686
5 

XM_002456820.1 8079812 10 Chr 3 
71520747-
71527627 

848 95477.97 6.97 Nucleus 8.5 

SbCAMTA6 
XP_00246320

5 
XM_002463160.1 8061564 13 Chr 2 

73763662-

73770810 
1015 113453.54 5.55 Nucleus 8.5 

Table 2: Maximum likelihood and their gamma distributions and invariables under model of ω variables 

CAMTA proteins  

Model InL Gamma (G) Invariant (I) dN/dS or ω 

T92+G+I -23627.83795 1.579432312 0.102447417 ω<1 

GTR+G+I -23610.62064 1.591799302 0.099741127 ω<1 

T92+G -23653.39960 0.962352104 n/a ω<1 

GTR+G -23634.39287 0.983865348 n/a ω<1 

TN93+G+I -23648.95627 1.595505218 0.102009223 ω<1 

HKY+G+I -13658.03958 1.584511287 0.101740254 ω<1 

TN93+G -23674.02317 0.973235972 n/a ω<1 

HKY+G -23682.86602 0.969385832 n/a ω<1 

K2+G+I -23744.11312 1.671751687 0.105065793 ω<1 

K2+G -23772.34829 0.994989742 n/a ω<1 

T92+I -24133.44713 n/a 0.133678497 ω<1 

GTR+I -24105.69142 n/a 0.13357486 ω<1 

TN93+I -24144.53521 n/a 0.133650434 ω<1 

HKY+I -24160.65904 n/a 0.133635034 ω<1 

K2+I -24213.11331 n/a 0.133730352 ω<1 

JC+G+I -24215.83658 1.85685698 0.106743017 ω<1 

JC+G -24247.91901 1.075108901 n/a ω<1 

JC+I -24640.24036 n/a 0.133668904 ω<1 

T92 -24632.64291 n/a n/a ω<1 

GTR -24693.10255 n/a n/a ω<1 

TN93 -24690.89564 n/a n/a ω<1 

HKY -24710.43611 n/a n/a ω<1 

K2 -24768.29674 n/a n/a ω<1 

JC 
 

-25179.09447 n/a n/a ω<1 
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Inl, Maximum likelihood value; +G, Gamma distribution; +I, Invariants; dn/ds, Non synonymous to synonymous 

ratio.  

GTR: General Time Reversible; HKY: Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano; TN93: Tamura-Nei; T92: Tamura 3-parameter; 

K2: Kimura 2-parameter; JC: Jukes-Cantor. ω< 1= less significant (posing towards negative selection constraints) 
 
Table 3: Amino acid residues responsible for functional divergence with their LRT and SE for significant 

constraints 

SE, Standard error; LRT, likelihood ratio test (show significant functional constraints  

 
Table 4: Domain and Structure analysis of SbCAMTA proteins  
Protein 

number  
Domain analysis 

Structural 

analysis 
Ramachandran analysis 

 Ligand Residues e-value GDT 
Pocket 

similarity 

No. of 

residues 
e -value 

Allowed 

region 
Favored regions 

SbCAMTA1 DA 
S472, D471, 

D496, A495 
7.53e-07 70.8 101 821 7.56e-07 

756 

(90.1%) 

61 (7.3%) 

Outlier: 22 (2.6%) 

SbCAMTA2 MPD 

D532, S531, 

A643, Q542, 

R540 

4.88e-07 70.7 10 730 4.36e-07 
670 

(89.6%) 

59 (7.9%) 

Outlier: 19 (2.5%) 

SbCAMTA3 DG 
F404, L403, 

Q402 
3.28e-06 73.7 10 834 3.65e-06 

768 

(90.1%) 

48 (5.6%) 

Outlier: 36 (4.2%) 

SbCAMTA4 DA 
Y437, N436, 

Q460 
4.54e-06 76.8 52 691 5.53e-06 

656 

(92.5%) 

32 (4.5%) 

Outlier: 21 (3.0%) 

SbCAMTA5 DG 
P334, P335, 

Q355 
7.49e-06 79.3 49 678 7.49e-06 

616 

(88.8%) 

48 (6.9%) 

Outlier: 30 (4.8%) 

SbCAMTA6 DA 
V455, K452 

 

1.28e-06 

 

26.5 

 
48 736 1.36e-06 

661 

(87.9%) 

59 (7.8%) 

Outlier: 32 (4.3%) 

e-value, probability value; GDT, Global Distance Test 

  
Fig. 1: Domain organization (a) and gene structure (b) of SbCAMTA proteins. a) 

Clusters Amino acids Posterior probabilities SE LRT 

C1/C2 52, 58, 108, 135 0.90, 0.95, 0.94, 0.92 0.118189 19.47689 

C1/C3 52, 53, 58, 65, 75, 115, 135, 154 0.98, 0.95, 0.99, 0.97, 0.94, 0.97, 0.96, 0.90 0.085877 51.0528 

C2/C3 39, 54, 68, 87, 208, 146, 148, 154 0.94, 0.91, 0.92, 0.97, 0.94, 0.91, 0.90 0.081082 38.39325 
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Presentation of CAMTA proteins in Sorghum bicolor was obtained from SMART.emble.heidelberg.de. CG-1 

domain found in N-terminal region with an ankyrin repeat separated by TIG domain inferring its role in protein-

protein interaction. IQ motifs present on C- terminus are known to be associated with the CAM binding proteins. 

b) Gene structure of SbCAMTA proteins were predicted at (http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/). A number of exons 

interfered with the introns are shown in above figure along with their upstream and downstream regions. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 Phylogenetic relationship of CAMTA 

proteins  

The tree was generated at MEGA6 by neighbor 

joining method and bootstrap value of 1000 at 

each branch. The tree of CAMTA proteins 

from Sorghum bicolor (SbCAMTA1= 

Sb0012s010230; SbCAMTA2= Sb01g033650; 

SbCAMTA3= Sb01g044480; SbCAMTA4= 

Sb02g033620; SbCAMTA5= Sb03g044220; 

SbCAMTA6= Sb02g039710), Oryza sativa, 

Zea mays, Glycine max, Arabidopsis thaliana 

was developed by using an unknown protein 

(gi1498749) as outgroup. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Conserved motifs in Sorghum bicolor, Oryza sativa, Zea mays, Glycine max, and Arabidopsis 

Thaliana discovered at MEME suit

http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/
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Fig. 4 Type I functional divergence analysis CAMTA proteins among sorghum, rice, maize, soybean, and 

Arabidopsis (cutoff=0.90)

Fig. 5 3-D structure analysis of SbCAMTA proteins. Template based modeling of SbCAMTA1 (a), 

SbCAMTA2 (b), SbCAMTA3 (c), SbCAMTA4 (d), SbCAMTA5 (e), SbCAMTA6 (f) proteins to compute 

their 3-D structures using TIG domain of human calmodulin binding transcription activator (CAMTA1; 

PDB ID: 2cxka) as a template through RaptorX Structure Prediction. 
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Fig. 6. 3-D structures of SbCAMTA domains.  

 

Domain structure of SbCAMTA1 (a), SbCAMTA2 (b), SbCAMTA3 (c), SbCAMTA4 (d), SbCAMTA5 (e), and 

SbCAMTA6 (f) were also generated through RaptorX Binding Prediction to explore their binding residues. (a) 

SbCAMTA1 binds through S472, D471, D496, A495, (b) SbCAMTA2 D532, S531, A643, Q542, R540, (c) 

SbCAMTA3 contains F404, L403, Q402, (d) SbCAMTA4 contains Y437, N436, Q460, (e) SbCAMTA5 contains 

P334, P335, Q355, and (f) SbCAMTA6 contains V455, K452 
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